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Next time you walk along Gower Street in London, 
look out on the East side for a blue plaque, which reads;-
“The first anaesthetic given in England was administered
in a house near this site, 19th December 1846” - 
the story behind this, as you might imagine, is rather
interesting.  On October 16th 1846, the first public
demonstration of an operation under a general 
anaesthetic was performed. This was the removal of a
small vascular tumour of the neck in a lad aged 17 at the
Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), Boston. 
The surgeon was John Warren, Senior Surgeon at the
MGH, but the hero of the day was the anaesthetist,
William Morton, who had studied dental surgery 
in Baltimore. The agent used was ether.  A minor 
operation, indeed, but one of immense importance, 
since it was the first time that a medical audience 
witnessed a painless surgical operation.  
After a variety of further relatively minor operations,
and not surprisingly, a number more of dental 
extractions, the time came for the critical experiment -
a major, or ‘capital’ operation.  This took place on
November 7th.  The patient was Alice Mohan, a young
servant girl with ‘white swelling’ - tuberculosis - of the
knee, who, after eight months in hospital, now required
an above knee amputation.  The surgeons were, again,
John Warren, Henry Bigelow and the house surgeon,
George Hayward.  In front of a crowded audience of 
surgeons and students, Morton administered ether.
After some coughing, the patient became unconscious. 
Hayward drew a pin from his lapel and stuck it into her
arm; there was no response.  He picked up, the knife and 
rapidly proceeded with the surgery.  At the end, 
the patient groaned and turned her head from side to
side. Hayward shook her sleeve and called her name:
“I guess you have been to sleep, Alice”
“I think I have, Sir.”
“Well, we brought you here for an amputation, 
are you ready?’
“Yes, sir, I am ready.”
Hayward picked up the dismembered leg from 
beneath the table; 
It’s all done, Alice!”
(what Alice said in reply is not recorded!). 
The audience shouted, clapped and cheered, in what
must have been one of the most dramatic 
demonstrations in the history of surgery.  The news
reached London at speed.  ‘Henry Bigelow’s father, Jacob
wrote a letter dated 28th November to his friend Francis
Boott containing an account by Henry Bigelow given at
the Boston Society of Medical Improvement on the 9th
November, which described the experiments carried out
to date, including the amputation of Alice Mohan’s leg.
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Boott was an interesting person.  He was born in Boston
in 1792 of an English father and Scottish mother. 
He developed an early and lifelong interest in Botany
and created a Herbarium of New England plants, 
(later presented to Kew Gardens).  He was elected a
Fellow of the Linneaen society in 1819.  A year later, 
he came to Edinburgh to study Medicine, and for some
years practiced in Gower Street.  He was certainly a 
sensible and caring doctor; he preached that fever
patients should be nursed with the windows open for
fresh air, rather than in the suffocating, over-heated and
smelly sick rooms of those days. 
Having private means, he later devoted his energies
almost entirely to Botany, becoming the world authority
on the genus Carex (the sedge family).  Between 1858
and 1867 he published a massive two volume
‘Illustrations of the genus Carex’.  Francis Boott took the
news from Boston to his neighbour in Gower Street, the
dentist James Robinson, who had trained at Guy’s
Hospital, and encouraged him to be both surgeon and
anaesthetist at the extraction of a painful molar tooth
from Boott’s niece.  The operation took place in Boott’s
study, with his wife and daughter as interested 
spectators at this highly successful and painless 
extraction. This is the operation commemorated in the
blue plaque. 
Robinson, incidentally, went on to use ether extensively
and to publish the world’s first text book of anaesthesia, 
“A Treatise on the Inhalation of the vapour of Ether”,
published early in 1847.  He was appointed surgeon 
dentist to the Royal Free Hospital but died at the early
age of 48, having accidentally severed his femoral artery
in his garden while gardening.  Boott conveyed the news
of the almost miraculous power of ether in assuaging
the agonies of surgery to Robert Liston, Professor of
Surgery at the neighbouring University College Hospital.
Just two days after the dental extraction, Liston 
amputated the leg, above knee, of Frederick Churchill, 
a butler aged 36, suffering from chronic osteomyelitis of
the tibia following an injury.  The ether was administered
by William Squire, a 21 year old medical student. Liston
operated in front of a packed audience. After the 
amputation, the crowd was amazed to see the patient
sleeping peacefully.  
After a few minutes, Churchill woke “Take me away, 
I can’t have it off”, he said.
“Let me die as I am.” The surgeon showed him his 
bandaged stump.  Churchill burst into tears, to be carried
back to the ward by the porters. Turning to the audience,
Liston said “This Yankee dodge beats Mesmerism 
hollow!”
Anaesthesia had undoubtedly arrived at the Metropolis!
